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Left-fielderAdam Johnson leads UCFpast Western California-p.16
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Illegal transfer from .trust fund by
Finance and Accounting Dept.

•

D $117,000 was taken
from a Student Union
trust fund.
by JOE CHABUS
Staff writer

After the SGA senate meeting Thursday
night, Senator Kevin Koenig, operations Review Committee Chairman, announced ~t
$117,000 had been illegally transferre.d out of a
Student Union trust fund by the university's
FmanceandAccountingDepartment
Acco~g to Koenig, the executive order that created the Student
Union trust fund specifically states
that all moneys transferred out of the
fund must be signed off by either the
student body president or the Student
Sen_a te- neither of which happened when the
Finance and Accountitig Department obtained
the $117,000. The department was not aware of
the requirement for taking money out of this
account So, soon after learning that the transaction was illegal, they transferred the money back
into the original Student Union trust fund.
''I pericxlically go into the different accounts and check them to make sure that the

administration isn't doing funny things with
students' money, and I noticed that there was a
$117,000 transfer done illegally. The money
was gone for about a week," Koenig said.
'The reason why I don't have that big of
a problem with the ~egal transfer is I checked
into the account, and all the expenditures that
were being made ha~e been for construction or
operations ofthe Student Union, so the spending
up to date has been legal."
Missing money gets more entertaining
whenKoenigtalksofthemysterious UCFMarching Band acqJunt A UCF Marching -Band ac.. countcreatedyearsagowasgiven
an account number where all of
their moneys came from. Koenig
says when he was reviewing all
the accounts, he noticed that
someone has been mailing things
on that account because it has been recently
charged for postage. While no one knows
what was charged to the account and who is·
running up the bill, the Senator is going to
'.'go back and find out who has been charging postage on one of our student government accounts."
''We•re going to transfer all the money
back into the accourit;getourmoney back and
then close the account," Koenig said. ·

Arturo Sandoval dazzles UCF Arena crowd
'hands-on' approach at Fiesm
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH
Asst. news editor

"Wouldn't it be great if the
dean wore a sombrero?"
Dr. Kathryn L. Seidel, dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences, said that comment from a
UCf student helped inspire the
Fiesta held at the Visual Arts
Building Wednesday afternoon.
With the backdrop of a steel
band, surrounded by nachos and
salsa and calling herself a "handson dean," Seidel and members of
the Student Government handed
out 650 burritos to students and
faculty members.
SG President Miguel
Torregrosa said that the purpose
of the event was to give the stu~ents an opportunity to meet the
dean face-to-face. Similar events
have already been held for the
College of Business Administration and the College of Engineering. SG and the individual colleges have shared' the expenses
50/50, Torregrosa said. Plans are
underway for the College of Education to host a sim'ilar event Mar.
21.

Seidel said it is important to
meet students fac~-to-face. ·
"They coul~ walk by me
and wouldn't even know I was the
dean. This way, the next time
they w&1k by me, they can stop me

. by JODY MASK
and tell me their problems," she Contributing writer
said as she smiled and handed out
Moving the Arturo Sandoval
two more burritos. "Today it has
conceit
from the Fine Arts auditobeen great to talk to UCF students
rium
to
the
UCF Arena wa5 a wise
who like UCF and like being UCF
_
decision.
students."
-Tu fact, all of the seats should
T_he Fiesta is just one of
have
been opened for the enthusi. many projects which have kept
astic
crowd that gathered Friday
Seidel busy lately. In addition to
night
to
watch the Cuban-born jazz
overseeing the plans for building
musician
perform in a free concert
a new Communications Building,
sponsored
by WUCF-FM and the
she is actively involved with other
UCF
Music
Department.
projects, such as the City of
As
it
turned
out, one half of
Orlando's performing arts comthe
building
was
closed
off, which
plex. Mayor Glenda Hood would
was
probably
necessary
to
keep the
like the complex to be home to
event
free.
Regardless
of
the
price,
UCF' s theatre department.
and
the
UCF
Jazz
EnSandoval
Seidel said she and Hood
semble
gave
the
standing
room
only
share the vision of the possibilicrowd an amazing performance.
ties such a plan would provide to
The Ensemble, directed by
UCF theatre majors.
Jeff
Rupert,
warmed up the audi. "Imagine our students
ence
with
a
pair
of flashy numbers,
watching a Pavarotti rehearsal, and
including
a
romp
down the tracks
then the day after a pe!formance,
on "Night Train." Particularly imPavarotti leading a masterclass."
.pressive
was Steven Skinner's sax
Barbara Pate, 26, the SG
solo.
academic advocate and commuTalented as it is, the Jazz
nicative disorders major, estiwas well aware that it
Ensemble
mated the crowd at several hundidn't
pack
half the arena without
dred. She arid Seidel said that at
any
help.
Arturo
Sandoval strolled
least 100 faculty members had
as
he was being
onto
the
stage
attended. At the beginning of the
by
Rupert,
and the audiintroduced
Fiesta, the line stretched from the
ence
roared
its
approval.
Sandoval
front doors of the VAB to the end
wasted
no
time
keeping
the pace
of the lobby.
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Arturo Sandoval blows a tune from his well-known trumpet
Friday night. The event was sponsored by WUCF and was
free to the public.
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Presidential Elections

•
•

•
•
10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Voting Places: Health & Physics, Education,
Business & Engineering

Constitutional Amendment #1
(A Separation of Executive and Legislative Branches of Student Government)
Article II Section 2 Subsection B
A Senare Ftesident \Vi10 Shan He rite :5tadent :Body f'ice ¥resident
Article II Section 4 Subsection B
'flte 1/ice F1eside11t s11a11 pteside ooe1 die !5e11ate as its P1esidtnt alrd sltall be able w bteak a tie vote of dte ~enare.
Insert Article II Section 2 Subsection B
A Senate President elected from the Senate
Add Article II Section 6: Duties of the Senate President
The Senate President shall preside over the Senate and shall be able to break a tie vote_of the Senate.
Add Article II Section 7: Order of Succession
In the event that the Senate President resigns or is unable to perform the powers and duiies of office, the Senate President Pro Tempore
shall become the Senate Preside.n t.
Article III Section 5 Subsection B
In the event that the Vice President is unable to fulfill the duties of office, the Senate President :5e11ate t'resident t'ro 'fempme sryall become
Vice President.

•

1

Constitutional Amendment #2
(Publication of Amendment(s))
Article V Section B
'fhe proposed amendment shall be published in "tt're' A major student publication and otherwise made available to the Student Body for two (2)
consecutive weeks prior to the vote by the Stu~en.t Body. The vote on the proposed Constitutional Amendment(s) shall be held during
the next regular Student Government elections.

Brevard Campus

•

•

•

Feb. 19, 20 & 21
Monda)' through

2:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

•

Wedn~sday

•

Voting Place: near the Student G«;>vernment lounge

Constitutional Amendment #3
(Removal of Student Affairs Oversight)
Article III Section 3 Subsection D
Sign or veto all measures passed by the Senate within ten (10) school days of passage from ·the Senate. No action by the Student Body President
in ten (10) school days shall constitute approval of the measure by the Student Body President. The chief Student Affairs officer
University President or His/Her Designee shall have three (3) weeks to veto or sign the measures in question. No action in three
weeks shall constitute approval of the measure by the chief :5tadent Affairs offi:cet University President or His/Her Designee.
Constitutional Amendment #4 · (Removal of Student Affairs Oversight)
Article II Section 5 Subsection K
Override a veto by the chief Student Affahs officer University President's Designee by two-thirds (2/3) vote and refer the legislation to the
President of the University for ultimate review.
·

•
••

•
•
.,_

Constitutional Amendment #5
(Removal of Student Affairs Oversight)
Article V Section 2 Subsection B
The signature of the chief Stadeiil Affairs office1 University President.
Referendum #1
(Health Fee)
Please choose one of the following:
I.
I want the current $47.30 Health Fee repealed. I understand that this would mean thar there would not be a Health Center on Campus.
2.
I want the Health Fee charged on a per credit hour basis.
3.
I like the way the current Health Fee is administered.
4.
Other~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

. ..
•

•

Daytona &
South Orlando
4:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Campuses

Feb. 19, 20 & 21

•

Monday through Wednesday

Voting Place: near the Student Government lounge

All currently registered and enrolled UCF Students are eligible to part1c1pate in the UCF Student Government
Presidential elections.
If you have any questions of eligibility, please see the Registrar. All five Constitutional
Amendments and the Referendum will be on each ballot at each campus. Words that are "struck out" with a line
through them would be removed and bolded words would be added should a measure be passed. A referendum is not
legally binding but communicates the opinion of the UCF Student Body. If you have any other questions, please call
your local Student Government office or the Main Campus office at (407) 823-2191.

This is one in a series of four advertisements that was produced by the UCF Student Government Senate at a total cost of $1,760, as
required by the Student Government Cons~itution, to infonn UCF Students of the upcoming Spring Presidential elections,
Constitutional Amendments up for ratification, and a Referendum to be put before the UCF Student Body.
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•

•
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Resta allows student to meet, mingle with
dean Qf College ofArts and Sciences

f

from RESTA, page

handed out · ice cream and
greeted students personally. A
similar event was. held at the
beginning of the spring term.
The College of Education
may have a challenge on their
hands. Torregrosa said of the
events hela so far, the Fiesta
was the most exciting one to
date.

UCFPresidentJohn C. Hitt,
on hand for the Fiesta, said he
thought the opportunity for ~tu
dents to meet the deans in person
was a good one.
Hitt said he does something similar each term . At the
beginning of the fall term, he

•

•

- The Central Florida Future is looking for a__
0

'
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campus photographer.
photo/HUNT

Dean Seidel (middle) serves burritos at the Fiesta in the Visual Arts Building on Wednesday. The purpose of the Fiesta was to give students an opportunity to meet the dean.

Jazz legend Arturo Sandoval gives incredible show at arena
from JAZZ, page 1
lively, and he even took a stab
at scat singing in his first piece,
"Grooving High," a Dizzy
Gillespie tune. Unfortunately,
the sound system prevented
him from taking it as far as he
wanted. After the song, he
quipped, "If I win the Lotto
some day, I' 11 buy this school a
fabulous PA system!"
Although the trumpet is
his instrument of choice,
Sandoval demonstrated his versa.tility early by playing percuss ion with Jftson Harold and
diving into an extended piano
solo (according to Sandoval,

he is "a frustrated pianist who
blows a trumpet for a living.")
He also blew some darkly sweet ·
notes on his fluegelhorn with
"I Remember Clifford," a tribute to Cliff Brown.
But the throng had gathered to watch one of the fastest
and most dexterous trumpet
· players in the world strut his
. stuff, and they got what they
ask for. Whether he was performing a "dueling brass"
improv with Rupert's saxophone, delivering a rapid-fire
staccato of unbelievably high .
notes or simply playing like it
was his last performance of all
time, Sandoval elicited thuii-

derou~

praise as the fans g;1.ve
several standing ovations.
Sandoval and the Ensemble
perfonned ''Mambo Caliente" from
the soundtrack to the film Mambo
Kings to close the set. For an encore,
in the true spip.t of jaz.z improvisation, Sandoval directed the Ensemble in a blues jam in B flat. The
instant transition from a swinging
Mambo Club atmosphere to a smoky
. blues retreat in Chicago highlighted
his extraordinary ability, suggesting he is one of the greatest musicians of our time.

.
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Interested? Call 823· .... 8054, ext·.27 and ask
for Jeff. .
STUBE.NT SPECIAL

~~VE;~~~~
I0 visits for $25.0.0 w/I:~/
across from UCF •

273:5419

~changes command
by JOHN QUINONES
Special to Future

On Jan. 18, Cadet Joseph
Amman assumed the duties of Cadet Battalion Commander in the
UCF Army ROTC, replacing Cadet
Jason McKenna.
Each semester the Army
ROTC conducts a change of command ceremony in which new leaders take over the challenge of carrying out the daily training and curriculum for the UCF Fighting
Knights Battalion.
Thissemesterisaspecial one for
UCF Anny Rare in tenns of recruiting since the program has more than
doubled in enrollment since the fall.

Attending the cei:emony
were
Dean
Martin
P.
Weinalista, dean of the College of Engineering and LTC.
Ed war~ Earl Hampton Jr., pro. fessor of Military Science.
Army ROTC is responsible for training future officers through a variety of leadership development courses that
incorporate classroom instruction and field training exercis·es
designed to build confidence
and leadership.
Army ROTC cadets ex.perience ·the best training the
Army has to offer, challenging
students both mentally and
1
physically.

Team Physicians-for the Goiden Knights
We accept the following health care plans:
• AvMed
•Blue Cross, traditfonal insurance
•Century
•Florida Health Care .
•Health Options
•Humana

•Cigna
• PruCare

Al8faya McDonald's. Supports
UCF Knights
}3uy Any Large Sa11dwich & Get One Free
(Free Sandwich Must Be of Equal or Lesser Value)
Valid Until April 30, 1996
Not good in conjunction with any other offer. One coupon per person per.visit.

Offer good only at these McDonald's: UCF •Union Park• Bithlo ~Oviedo
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Your SGA Column: Presidential electiOns and the Health Center
by MELISSA LAWRENCE
Director of communications/pubic
relations

GREETINGS and SALUTATIONS from SGA. There is a lot of
importantinfonnation in this week's
column so please keep reading and
pay special attention to the voting
dates and health service fee information.
For all Clubs and Organizations, there is a Knights of the
Roundtable meeting TODAY at
~:00 p.m. in the University Dining
Room. Make sure you send your
representative. There will be a lot of
important infonnation given"o~t as
usual and with the A&SF Budget
coming up this semester, you won't
want to miss it.
Active campaigning began
this week for the student body presidential elections. Take the time to
educate yourself on the candidates
· . platforms throughout this week and
the rest of next. All of the issues on
the various platforms involve YOU.
It is important that you gather as
much infonnation as you can and
DON'TFORGETTOVOTE. Voting will take place Monday, Feb. 19
and continue through Wednesdc!y,
Feb. 21.
Beside.s voting for Lhe Student Body President, you wiil be
asked t.J vote on the He?J!}J !:;et·
Referendum. This referendum ·
concerns the future of your Health
Center.
The Health Center is only one
part of our health system here at

UCF. This referendum also concerns the Wellness Center, Outreach
programs, counseling programs and
general health education services.
Your role in this vote is to decide
what we, as a student body, want to
do with this system.
One option is to do away with
all services. This will force us to go
out into the community for medical
care where the emphasis will not be
on students. Another option is
privatization. What this will mean
is that the Wellness Center
and the Student
Health Cen-

NITELY GO UP.
• Pharmacy services may no
longer be available and if they are
kept, will no longer be discounted.
• Changes in staffing (Doctors may no longer be available).
For example, a recently privatized
Health Center changed their staffing from having a full staff of doctors to having only one until 5 p.m.
After 5 p.m., there was an 800 number that was offered for help. Once
you call the number you reach a
doctor in possibly another
state that

ter will
be turned
overtoaprivate medical
company to run. UCF
will no longer have any say
in how t11e center is run or how your
rnortey is spent. The Health Fee that
students pay with their semester
tuitior• .vill still be in effect, but the
money will go to the private com;:ia.1 }' . h~ ..re are some of the changes
that MAY occur with this option:
• Wellness Center services
will be undecided, possibly even
discontinued.
•Cost of Care WILL DEFI-

will give
you a diagnosis.
• Quality
and length ofcare will
change ( gynecological exam
will take about 5 minutes rather than
30 minutes)
• Education on illnesses or
general health will no longer be
offered and student needs wi11 no
longer be the main concern.
These are only a few of the
repercussions that privatizing may
bring about. The final option is to
KEEP THE HEALTH CENTER
AND ALL OF ITS SERVICES AS

______________________.....__..._......_._________________

THEY ARE. With the costs of
Private Health Care skyrocketing in the area, there is no
guarantee that we wilJ be able
to afford the changes that this
switch brings about. It is the
recommendation of SGA that
you vote to keep our Heal th
Center. If you have ever used
any of their services, you know
that it is a worthwhile investment. It is imperative that every student VOTE on this issue.
If you are still uncertain
about what the Health Center
and the Wellness Center can
offer, there will be an Open
House on Wednesday Feb. 8
from 11 a.m.- 1 p.m. at the
Wellness Center. Tours and refreshments will be offered.
This is a great way to learn
what these services mean to
students.
Last week's column contained an error concerning an

open forum with President Hitt.
The Open Forum was scheduled for Feb. 1 and was canceled, but will ~e rescheduled
for a later date.
However, President Hitt
will be attending the Feb. 15
Senate meeting. For everyone
that would like to attend, it
will be held on Thursday night
at 7 p.m. in the Student Center
Auditorium. 1 encourage everyone to attend. I apologize
for any miscommunication that
this error has caused.
On a final note, CEL is hold- .
ing their Spring Activity this Saturday, Feb. 10 from 9 a.m.- 2 p.m. It is
free to all students and lunch will be

(
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Losing weight
is·one thing.
Losing perspective
· is anot~er.
Gain back asense of who ~ou ·were
before food took control.

Grab This Opportunity To Get
Certified !SY :~':!!:~ion Center
Your Novell Authoraze

~1}lJq.lJ~

Stop in for free information and screening for eating disorders.
llo1e:

Friday Feb. 9

10 am - 12

Seats Are Limited So Call TODAY!

800·989·5500 ext 7

or
l"iace:

Student Center Auditorium

1:00 - 3 pm

or Call Campus Wellness Center 823-5841
Counseling Center 823-2811

The National Eating Disorders Screening Program
an event during Eating Disorders Awareness Week

I
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OTHER

A~al'~L~l
CALL

FOR COURSE

SCHEDULE

···~······"·
6355 Metro
West Blvd., Suite 260
Orlando, Florida 32835

•

Classified

The Central Florida Future

For Rent
•

Room for rent near UCF $275/mo .
+$250 deposit, w/d. Prefer male,
on smoking, no pets. 904-788-1850

House cleaners wanted $6.00$7.00 an hr.FT/PT flexible
schedules for dependable people.
Call Maids 'N More for interview
657-8114 will train

486 33 MHz Computer Multimedia, printer included preloaded,
Jicensed software including
Windows, Word, Excel. Prefect
for student $1200 Call 382-3789

White Dresser (formica) with a

Venus-Love Introductions BBS
New FREE intro. medium!
Modem 366-7697, 8Nl-, ANSI.
Hurry, include your profile,
Others will be looking!!

February 6, 1996

Sherwood Forest 1 med occ. 3/2 2/2
dm v prop·657-1067 1 800 929-440

•

One Bedroom, walking dist from

really big mirror for sale.
Best offer.
Call Sam at
_
UCF. For a professional lady, 35
384 6647
yrs & up. $300. Fo~ more info, call - - - - - - - - - - Eva 629-1599 x 364 7am 4pm.
Polk Audio Loudspeakers,
excellent bass, $200. 12"
subwoofers with crossover
$125 obo Call Andre 277-7579

up'

Baily's special limited program for
VALET PARKING POSITIONS 1--------------t students and residents. Call Walter
AVAILABLE
Assum, no qual, low dwn, 515
297_8400.
must have clean driving record
P&I, 2ba, 2ba Townhome w/lrg.
great personality & customer
fenced yd, 1989, 6o K, (407) 783service oriented Call Guest services
3762 eve.
management 481-0513 or 222-9475
"Roces" Roller Blades
A 'ITENTION ALL STUMust be 21 and up
size 1O". New $234, Asking
DENTS!!! GRANTS &
$150 obo Call Chris 290-8805
Fitness Conection hiring Personal
SCHOLARSIDPS AVAL
Trainers, sales persons.
1--------------t ABLE! BILLION OF$$$ IN
Apply in person M-F 658-8000
Full size softside waterbed; inc.
PRIVATE FUNDING.
Dan
all paperwork. Paid $500 selling
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY.
$100.obo 628-1178
1 800 AID-2-HELP (1 800
UCF Students
'
243-2435)
'81 Citation 4dr., V-6, auto,PB,
Need Extra Income Now?
Seeking Work for Summer?'
PS,Air. 94,000 original miles.
CANCUN SPRING BREAK.
Excellent running cond. & trans.
The Biggest Parties !
$850.00 obo 658-6066.
Fax your way to an extra $1,M
Air from only $299! !
$3000 per month. No fax
'83 VW GTI red, rebuilt Jan. 94
Call 800/919-9920
needed ... Use ours Free! Fun. Easy,
Like new interior, mech.
Need the perfect gift for
Work from home/campus dorm.
excel.,drk windows, good radio.
Valentine's Day? "Personalized"
$2200: 667-0498
We want to help you ... will you
Beauty packages. Call Dawn
i---h_el__
p_us_?_C_a_ll_P_.G_.M_8_94_-_03_1_8--t Luggage: Folding gannent bag w/
273-7989.
wheels, Pullman 26" w/
Earn up to $500 per week assembling products at home. No Exp.
wheels.cosmetic bag. Sky\Vay;
ArtistS; Writers, plus Muscle
Info 1-504-64~-1700 Dept. FL 307
soft side.
'
Women BBS. Upload your art or
Earn$ in Network Mktg. Unique
Waterbed Mattress-Soft side, 7
writing! Or view/read art &
cylind~rs in tray inside mattress.
product w/ exclusive patent:
writing. FREE anq local call!
Vitamist oral spray vitamins.
Place on standard spring. Queen.
Modem 366-7697 8Nl, ANSI.
Call Kathlee1. 898-3902(pm) or
359-9245.
Janet 422-7060.

We're here to say,
you need _to
:.save·the manatees
and support them today.
In florida,
manatees are founq.
When on the waterways,
please slow down.
Buy atag,
and shQw ·others the way.
It's up to you
to do your part today.

Services

•

(Contact your local auto tag office
for more information.)

. _iot&=A~TEC BIOLOGICALS

CIIlLDREN'S FITNESS CENTER
needs reliable, exp'd teachers.
Gymnastics, Dance, Aikido
instructors. Casselberry 331-8123
Administrative Assistant needed for
downtown real-estate developer. _
Coinputor and general office
skills.dependable transportation
required. Pff approx. 20 hrs/week,
flexible·schedule, $7 .50/hr
Tom 422-1000
Babysitter- Weekdays 2:30-6:30
$6.00 hr. Car required
Call 282-5598 eves.
100 People Wanted: We pay you
- to lose 10-29 lbs in 30, days. Call
380-2549

Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS
66051

,., . .

Li~ten

Other

Help Wanted

•

HEU

·~J
~~
--

.J' Our classroom is a real bar!

~:-

You Can Start
Monday!

.J'Easy-to-learn, copyrighted program

(407) 831-2233
YEAST INFECTION Research Study
Oppor:tunity for qualified women to participate in a nationwide research study
sponsored b.y a major pharmaceutical compariy.

I

HOW CAN YOU QUALIFY?

If you are a female 18 years of age and older and have at least one symptom

(other than discharge) of yeast vaginitis and have not recently begun treatment.
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
Free study related medical care (physical exam, pelvic examination &
laboratory evaluations) and study medication. Payment up fo $100.00
·can For An Immediate Appointment 7 Days a Week
ORLANDO CLINICAL RESEARCH CENTER
4401 s. Orange Ave., Ste. 108
407 _240_7878

(

.

Until Robots replace Humans

.

.

...your plasma will always be needed

-·-- · DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA '\OU DONATE HELPS:

*Patients- in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluid for bums,
surgery, or
treatment of illness
· "We will compensate

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
· *Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening diseases

~u

for your time when giving the gift of lia"

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
$25 UPON .COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION
C 11 f . f
f
d/
.t
t

a or in orma ion an or appom men .
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL

,----~-~---------~~-----------------~------------------,

Classl:l'lzed Adve•tising rDorm
.
~

•

•

,

~

I

-------:---------------------.
-----------------------------.

~- -

- - - -

-

- - - - - -

-

- - -

Please check one of thefollowmg:
_For Rent
_Wanted
_Car Pool
_For Sale
__Services
_Autos
_Singles
_Tutors
_Roommates

_Greek Comer
_Club Info
_Help Wanted

_Personals
_Lost & Found
_Other

_Cash _Check Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I would like the ad ~o run the folio.wing dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thu:s.
during the Fall and Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior)
RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $3 per line for all others.
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to Tne Central Florida Future,
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices,
located in University Oaks behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.
Name, address,- and phone (required): - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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But the focus of this study is
really about the kind of person who
I have heard statements made says something that tight-rope walks
that all laughter stems from an the fine line between somewhat
ancestral animal heritage that has funny and down right stupid, then
something to do with self defense. laughs like crazy.
It has been suggested to me
I'm not saying that's true, I'm just
that these people are actually crying
saying that's what I've heard.
Comedians who have spent a out for reassurance, because undergreat deal of time and energy trying neath the exterior that says, "I have
to understand the laughter phenom- a questionable se~se of humor," is
ena will tell you that people laugh an interior that says "nobody likes
when something about them is chal- me, everybody hates me. I think I'll
just go eat worms."
lenged. That I tend to believe.
That assessment is pretty
But when it was suggested to
methatI writeacolumnaboutpeople much on target. The problem is, that
who laugh at their own comments, I it is quite difficult if you're an averhad to stop and think. Since this age person to laugh at these ill-fated
suggestion was made, I have spent attempts at wit and make it sound
an inordinate amount of time listen- genuine. So, one of two things will
ing to conversations and with a little happen: either you do that polite "ha
clicking devise, counted the num- ha," or you try to ignore the situation
ber of times I've seen people laugh all together. Neither of these soluat their own stuff.
tions could help this poor deflated
My extended coi:itemplation ego that is so· desperate for
has lead me to the conclusion that affrrrnation.
there are several forces at work here
Here's what you do instead: o WARNING: This
(I just said something profound, you know who these people are, so
•
don't you think? Thanks for the when they walk up; look very hard column contains a
reinforcing nod, Peter.).
for something to compliment, even Greek innuendo..:..
There are those gifted people if it's a book bag, and hold that sorry; in-nu-en-do
whose humor and \\{it are so well thought. Then when they hit you ·
paced and on target ihat they are with that remark, as soon as they · n., 1. An ·indir~ct or
actually justified in laughing at their startlaughing,interruptwith"Wow, Subtle, USUally deown comments. These are the folks Ijustnoticedyourbookbag-outa'
sight!" They'll feel better.
rogatory implication
that are not laughing alone.
There is a similar breed of
Now, the last group of in expression; an
jokesters who aren't exactly laugh- laughers are the ones that laugh as .insinuation.
ing at their own comments, but are · they're talking; laugh as you're talkinstead laughing at the person or ing, and nothing in the conversation
people whom they've managed to is even remotely funny. These people
These days, the strange and
catch off guard. They aren't laugh- have a problem. I can't tell you to eccentric people of the world make
ing alone either.
shoot tQ.em, so just run _away.
their homes on daytime talk shows,
whereon they share their most emWeb Address: http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html
barrassing secrets with millions of
E-mail: cffuture@gdi.net
strangers.
The guests were novel for
Opinion E-mail: Patfox0590@aol.com
a while, but lately they've been getting predictable. Almost every show
has guests who either boast about
their infidelity or proudly display
© 1995 Campbell Communications, Inc.
Offices: 11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817
the fact that the majority of their
Newsroom: (407) 823-8054 ext. 27; FAX 823-9495
bodie.s - I'm including internal
organs in this statement - are eiEditor .................................................................... Sean Perry
ther tattooed or pierced. These
Managing Editor .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Mike White
wackos are just rank amateurs,
News Editor ......•............................•.......•...........•.... Jeff Hunt
though. The professional loons deSports Editor .......•......•....................•......•...•·.. Jason Swancey
vote their lives to getting into the
Features Editor ....•......•.....•......•.....•......;.....•... Derek Krause
Guinness Book of World Records.
Editor································~························· Pat
Outwardly, the Guinness
Photo Editor ........................................................... Jeff Hunt
Book of World Records looks like a
Copy Editors ....................... Mike M~lnick, David Swartz, Jr.
respectable and professional book.
Production Manager ........•......•.....•...~ ..•.....•.... Pete Matchett
If, however, you were to actually
Staff Writers: Doris Bloodsworth, Laura Bundy, Joe Chabus, .
open it up you would soon notice
Darren Crovitz, Justin Delias, JeffDethuin, Dan Griffin,
that most of the pages are devoted to
Ken Jackson, Pat Karsnick, Samantha Kates, Michelle Martinez,
people who spend their lives trying
Tony Mejia, Joseph Nadeau, Tim Springer, David Swartz, Jr.
to fit five billiard balls into their
mouths.
Business Office: (407) 823-8054; FAX 823-9495
The record book has eerie
Publisher .......•..••.•••.•.•••..•.••...•.•...•.••••••.••••••.... Stephen Norris
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over seemingly nonnal
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they become willpeople,
because
Business Manager ..•............•........•.•....••..•.....•... Ben Thomas.
ing
to
do
all
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of crazy and
Advertising Manager •...............•.....•...•....... Donald Bates, Jr.
senseless
things
in
order
to set a new
Distribution Manager .........................••...••..• Jonathan Evans
world
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One
such
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Karen Stevenson, of Great Britain.
Opinions expressed in .The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or its
As if you don't already know it, she
individual columnists and not necessarily those of the University administration or
currently holds the world record for
Board of Regents. Letters to the editor must be typed and include the author's signature,
major, and phone number. Letters are subject to the editing of grammar and for space,
baked bean-eating. Let me answer
and become the property of the newspaper, subject to their publication. The Central
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question: OF COURSE
Florida Future is a free, campus newspaper published twice weekly through the fall
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she was really in the mood for some
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Even the most stupid records are
meant to be broken

. Cedl1ia1 Florida Future

Opinion

Fox

thing is, he wanted to do this.
I have to give the Guinness
beans one day, because in a 30 people credit, though. They certainly
minuteperiodsheate2,780ofthem, are thorough. Almost every record
one by one, with a cocktail stick. imaginable is documented in the
Something tells me that she made a book, including Fire Eating. You
conscious effort to set this.record. probably saw this one on ESPN.
One doesn't just sit down at a res- During a two hour period in .1988,
taurant, order a few dozen bowls of Mr. Reg Morris was in a room with
baked beans and then a passerby 22,858 flaming torches. Naturally,
casually mentions, "Hey, wait a set- he decide.ct to extinguish them all
orid. Did I just see you eat almost with his mouth. Does this guy know
twenty-eight hundred individual how to have a good time, or what!?
baked beans with a toothpick? I My personal fire eating record is no
where near that impressive!
One final world record that
I'd like to mention was set by Steven
Petrosino, ofPennsy1vania, who has
the God-given talent of being able
todrinkaliterofbeerin 1.3 seconds.
Sure, that's impressive, but I'm certain that there's more than one student out th~re reading this (Okay,
maybe not reading this, but at least
looking at the pictures) (w~ that
it?) who can give this guy some.
serious
competition.
to
The question, now, is why.
Why would someone eat 2,780
baked beans one by one. Why would
believe that's a record!" So, I'm not someone stand absolutely still for
sure about Mrs. Stevenson's mental 15 hours? Why would someone
situation or her reasoning for setting orally extinguish almost 23,000
the bean-eating record, butldo know flaming torches in an afternoon?
one thing: I wouldn't want to be Why would someone consume beer
anywhere near her in the hours fol- at the rate of27 gallons per minute?
lowing her Bean Feast. I'll bet she There's only one logical solution.
producoo enough natural gas to keep Two logical solutions, really: Either
a small country up and running for these people had some sort of deepweeks.
rooted passion for testing human
Another bizarre individual is capacity which pushed them to the
a guy from Portugal who, one day, brink of insanity, or they're alien
simply decided to go to a shopping beings. I'm leaning towards the latmall and stand absolutely motion- ter of the two.
less for over 15 hours. I know what
*Hey Look! An Interactive
you' re thinking: Most of us have Columnist! E-mail david.swartz
done the exact same thing while @outdoor.com for a written tranwaiting in line at the DMV. The script of this column.

The record book has
eerie powers over
seemingly nonnal
people; they
become willing to
do all sorts of crazy

and senseless

things set a new
wortd record.
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·What was the deal with the Christian of the green?
I

o I disagreed with
everything he said,
but, the man made
me think
I don't have a long beard, or
those curly strands of hair by my
face. I don't have horns or even a big
nose, but I am still Jewish. Being at
UCF, where Jews are definitely a
minority, has put my "Jewishness"
into perspective. Sw:e, s~metimes I
feel like a tadpole swimming in an
ocean of sharks, but for the most
part, I am comfortable with my religion; it usually has no effect on my

sprang from being rejected from an
art school by a predominately Jew-

Now, this is a free country,
and I respect that. I think that is why
America is the best° country in the
world, because people like him can
stand up there and say how great his
religion is. I do not, however, think
that it is "right" (note I said "right"

daily life.
- - - - - - - - - - - not"legal")forhim
someto degrade ever1times it backs up
one else's religion.
on us Jewish
He stood up there
people, like duton his little bucket,
ing Christmas
,
in front of a crowd
time, there is
of many U<;F stunevei any fun for
dents, calling Jews
us. Whilemostof
everything from
you go out and
swinetothesinners
sing joyful tunes
·of the earth. I stood
such as " J i n g l e - - - - - - - - - - - quietly(veryunlike
Bells" and drink egg nog, we are me). I wondered what Jewish per- .
stuck at home with nothing to do, son pissed the guy off so badly that
(since everything is .closed) spin- he felt this way. Maybe he .had a
ningourdriedel(aplasticor wooden Jewish cashier at Publix who gave
toy used during Hanukkah). Which him incorrect change, or maybe a
is fine, butdoesgivemealotoftime nastywaiteratarestaurantgavehim
to think about what really sets us his food cold. I don't know, but
apart from themajority.oflheClnis- whatever it"was left its mark.
tian population. But, I l:ave to give
Maybe his woids all seemed
thanks to the religious speaker out funny to those who were listening,
on the Green last week for putting it but I wondered where his hatred
all into perspective for me.
could lead. In fact, Hitler's hatred

Maybe he had a
Jewish cashier al
Publix who gave·
him·ii1correct
change, but·
whatever it was
left its mark.

1

So after my anger subsided
for this man,. I reassessed the situation. Suddenly, I felt sorry for him.
He lives in a sheltered and closed up
world. He wants a world of White
Anglo-Saxon Protestants. However,
what he is missing is that without
these minorities we would be without such great people as Albert
Einstein, Louis Brandeis, some famous blackS as Martin Luther King,
Jr., or Rosa Parks, or such brave
men as Ghandi. All of these being
minorities who fought against what .
people thought of them, to make a
difference.
So whether he likes it or not,
minorities are here to stay: Each and
every race and e~city makes the
world a better at,ld more diverse
place to live. And speaking as a Jew,

ish acceptance board. So, it does
worry me to think what these out. spoken people are capable of becoming. Yet, I stocxi and listened to
him degrade my·heritage, along with
the heritage of many other
ethnicities.
No one in the crowd yelled,
no one approached him. I too, stciod
silent. Did the crowd agree? Or were
we just acting like the stereotypical
apathetic generation x-er's that we
are?
·· I woulcfhayeJik~ to sit _
dow~ \yit,b thi~ Il;lan Jac.e .to ·
face, ~d heard his side of his
hatred. Maybe speak with him
intellectually and not with hostility. Perhaps he is sfmply ignorant Or
maybe he
I have never
grew up
hearing
un~erstood a
Jews were
Woody Allen
the bad
people. movie, therefore
I'm not all Jews are evil.
bad(most ...__ _ _ __
of the time)~ the other Jewish
people) know aren't bad, you
know, the occasional swear word
now and then, but for the most part
we are decent.
·

l.

to think deeply about
the question of
abortion - past
whether it is your
legal right.
·
The first part of this piece is
directed at women, and the word
you is assumed to be women in the
plural. It is not my intention to
belittle you or make you villains,
but to encourage you to think about
abortion in deeper ways than as a
control issue. My first few questions are intended to address this
control issue.
Is it necessary for you to resort to abortion to control your body?
Do you think that it is unrealistic for
you to control your body before
you become pregnant? What
choices do you see '1$ non-negotiable such that abortion is the only
negotiable option to body control?
Do you think that human life
should be protected once it is created? Do you think that the stage of
development of a human life has
bearing on t,be value of that human
life? Do you think that a child that
you may have inside you is a person, and if so, is taking a person's
life murder? Do you think that abortion could set a precedent for eugenics or elimination of the disabled and the elderly?
You are special above your
own individual humanity because

~

a

Dan Griffin talks

-about the local

you are the vessel of God's creative
act. God entrusts his children to you
at their most vulnerable moments,
. and I believe that trust is a sacred
one.
You mothers will understand
this analogy the best: Suppose you
have a young.girl
that you love very
deeply and as
part of this girl's
developmentyou
.
havetoentrusther
care to another
wom an. How
would you feel if
this woman took
your girl's life afRIO
ter you entrusted
the care of your
girl to her?
·
God puts life into the process,
and the moment of conception is
analogous to the moment that you
entrust the care of your girl to the
other woman. You can question the
validity of this analogy if you believe that·conception and developmentarepurelybiologicalprocesses
without God's involvement.
You can appreciate God's
character by knowing that if you
have resorted to abortion, God will
forgive you if your repentance is

'

Complain about UCF and
win prizes!
But remember, I'm looking for USDA Prime Beef. It
can be any aspect of.the school,
classes, your roommate, or any
aspect of college life. Entries
will be judged purely by taste!
Entries$~ould be between
50-£50 wor~s •. cle(\fly inatked
"USDA, P~ . B)gEF' and
sent tp ~e email- addresses below before ~aP. pay,. All entries are subject to publication.

we are just the same as anyone else,
except for those funny little beanies
we have to wear.

Abortion is more than· a matter ·of control over bodies
o This is a challenge

Are you a master
complainer? Or one
of those smarty
pants that has
some snide
comment about
everything? Here's
·your chance.

sincere.
No\Y I will address the relationship between abortion and overpopulation. The word you no longer
applies exclusively to women, but
to all of us. First, I admit that I do not
have a certain answer to the controversy on birth control. One argument points to an
incident in scripture where God
took a man's life
because he interrupted intercourse
just before ejaculating, spilling his
seedontheground.
This argumen~
holds that the
man's seed contains the life that
God puts into the conception and
development process, and thus spilling his seed is tantamount to taking
a person's life before he/she is even
conceived.
Anotherargumentis that God
took the man's life because the man
ejaculating outside of the woman's
vagina was an act of selfish disobedience. This man was.supposed to
provide an heir for his dead brother
by impregnating his brother's
widow. He wanted all of the inheritance for himself, and hoped to get

I think that God
puts life ··nto the
conception and
development
process al the
ment of
conception.

out of his obligation by deceit.
·I think that God puts life into
the conception and development
process at the moment of conception, and thus I think that birth control is OK. A couple can involve
God in the decision by the wife and
the husband being prayerful in their
decision. If God calls them to bring
achildintotheworldtheywillknow.
The humane answers to overpopulation are the ones we consider
to be non-negotiable. like changing
our sexual habits, directly giving of
ourselves in charity and not doing
things that undermine trust.
This is very difficult for us to
do, myself included, because we are
either too selfish or fearful that we
will be taken advantage of, or worse.
There is just no substitute for righteousness because without it there
can be no trust, and only token charity. However, if ri_ghteousness is
pervasive in the culture, trust and
_charity become a way of life, and
the economy will change to reflect
those behaviors.
Is it a surprise to you that the
economy reflects our values? Our
society values material gain and status, therefore · the economy is
founded on production and distribution of material gain, and our
ability to sustain ourselves depends
on our status.
From an environmental perspective, c®sider God's word to be
mandatory care and maintenance of
the planet God has given to us to be
stewards over.

Publix controversy.

a

Darren Crovitz
gives a tongue
lashing.
O Heather
Stackhouse
collects more
laughs

O Joseph Nadeau
discusses Social
security - we all
pay into it.
0 Everyone's
talking about Peter
Maxwell, even Pat
Fox. Don't miss
Thursday's paper,
it's a hot one.

The Central Florida
Future welcomes your letters
and articles. Submissions may
be brought to our offices on .
disk, Faxed to 823-9495, or
E-mailed to the editor at
pa'.tfox@eWorld.com
Or, if you would prefer,
PatFox0590@aol.com.
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Forget the code: Dial "O" to call collect.
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It's All Here ~
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 God of war
5 Show approval
10 Vacation place
14 Frolic
boisterously
15 Greeting
16 Ellipse
17-mater
18 Accumulate
19 Presidential "no"
20 Safari attendant
22Ragged
24 Set of steps
over a fence
26Corn unit
27Huge
30 Painten,
34 Afternoon affair.
35 Oriental nurses
37 Sleepint sound
38-the Red
40 Take as one's own
42Chew
43 Less
45 Pitchers
47 Summer drink

48 "Outstanding
50 Provided party food
52Label
53 Quiet
54 Heated discussion
58 Sharp ends
.62 Equipment
63 Parts of speech
65 Outer gannent
66 Breathing sound
67 Recipient
68Conce~g

69Mimicked
70 Put money in the pot
71 Athletic group

DOWN
1 Yemen native
2 Actor's part
3Ms. Samms
4 Scant
5 Leadership quality
6 Skirt edge
7Makehappy
8 Actress Lanchester
9 List of names
lO ·Wrap

~u

State firmly
12 Trqdge
21 Volcanic peak
23 Makes lace
25Headman
. 27 Things
28 Deserve
29.Bangor's state
30 Side
31 Trackihg device
32Swap
33 Stitched
36 In what way?
39 Refined
41 Wantlered around
44Hithard
46 French city
49 Meeting program
51 Bring out
53 Feat of daring
54 Taj Mahal site
55 Harvest
56 Strong wind
57 Midday
59 Not any
60 Scarlett's borne
61 Wine glass feature
64Bom

The Answers
CAM

Pl
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"I'm not a smart man, hut
I know what love is."
-Tom Hanks
Forrest Gump
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you decide to buy
the books
-this semester.

It's everywhere
you want to be:

.]
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IS FINE. SLEEP
TIGHT. OON'I WOP.RY...
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Is it the sound of that whispery voice, or those big, intellectual words? If your

professor~

to sleep, Revive with Vivarin~ Don't let fatigue get the best of you. Vivarin's®the safe
way to stay mentally alert, with the same caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
So stay sharp in class. Don't sleep your way to the bottom.

SD- -

C1995
Conaum•r H..lll>ca,.
Each tablet contains 200 mg of caffeine, equal to about two cups of coffee. Use only as directed.
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Magma
Magma Live

1975/Utopia
Formed in 1969, Magma was
one of the most underground bands
of the progressive rock scene of the
1970s. Most of the band members
were French, but at least one was
Russian. Their influences included
jazz great, John Coltrane and various kinds of ethnic music, such as
voodoo and Eastern European
chants. They were at the core, however, a rock band.
As you can probably guess,
·Magma was not your average band.
On the 1-10 weirdness scale,
Magma rates at about 9.5. Magma
did not sing in English or even
French. They sang in an imaginary
language called Kobaian, from the
imaginary planet Kobaia. All the
· names of the band members and the
instruments they play appear in
English·and Kobaian on the inside
of the album cover. One article l
read on the band said that listening

to Magma is like witnessing aceremony of a clandestine religious or
political group. I couldn't have said
it better.
Once you get past all the science fiction strangeness, it becomes
obvious that Magma is comprised
of excellent musicians. Christian
Vander's drumming is jazzy, yet
powerful. Bernard Paganotti's bass
playing and Didier Lockwood's violin playing are both very interesting.
They are often the center of attention. Guitar is almost nonexistent on
the album, however.
The best track on the album is
the 32 minute "Kohntark." This
piece starts with chants that repeat
several times, building in intensity.
There are long instrumental passages, which feature some frightening violin and ominous bass lines.
Creepy voices make unintelligible
announcements in the background
as the music ebbs and flows, finally
building to an intense crescendo. If
you can pay attention for 32 minutes, it's worth it. ·
Since this album is only available as an import, you would probably have to order it at an independentrecordstore. Ifyouaren 'taverse
to vinyl, you might even find a copy
in a used record store if you look
hard enough. It's rare, so be prepared to shell out some bucks. I did,
but it was worth it! A•ScottHamrick

•

Laundry sounds like the missing
link between Primus and King Crimson. This is not accidental since
Primus claims "the mighty K.C." as
a major influence. Tom Butler's
unique guitar playing, reminiscent
of both K.C.' s Robert Fripp and
Primus' Larry LaLonde, is kept to a
minimum while the bass and drums
lock into a polyrhythmic whirlwind.
The thing is, it's not a bass at
all. Ian Varriale plays what is called
Laundry
a stick. Briefly, a stick is a 10 or 12
Blacktongue
stringed
instrument. It looks like a
1994/Prawn song
guitarwithoutabody, and it is played
Attention Primus fans: For- mostly by finger tapping. This gives
get the latest Primus album and lis- a very percussive sound which
ten to this CD. Laundry, a side · sounds a lot ·like what Claypool
project of Primus drummer, Tim does with regular basses. The only
"Herb" Alexander, got almost none other two professional stick players
of the press that it deserved when I know of, Tony Levin and Trey
this album was released about a year Gunn, are both in King Crimson.
ago.ltseemsonlydrummersbought Hence, the missing link theory.
Ian :Varriale, not Hem, is the
the album, for some reason. You
don't have to be a drummer to ap- star of this show, in my opinion. He
takes the leoorolein most ofthe songs.
preciate it, however.
This b3!1d' s sound is very His is also the best representation of
similar to Primus' asymmetrical stick playing I have ever heard on a
prog-funk, but it is darker and more record.
A few of the songs are a little
serious. Silly lyrics about fishing
and food are absent Iiere. Instead, boring at times, but many of them are
there are.disturbing, poetic lyrics in fastan,d furious. Thefirstsong, ''Windtune with much of today's "alterna- shield," is the best,agoodintroduction
tive" rock. Also, Toby Hawkins' to the rest of the album. The worst is
Eddie Vedder-ish vocals are ea5ier "19," a monologue recorded over a
to handle than Les Claypool' s nasal telephone - a really bad idea Laundry is amust-buy forseriousPrimusor
cartoon voice.
What is similar about the two King Crimson fans. B
bands is the music itself. Actually,

showed KC's ability to adjust to the
times without compromising the
originality and mysticism that had
made them so recognized in the
previous decade. An outstanding
example of true progressive rock,
Discipline was KC' s most rehearsed
and tight ensemble sound ever. With
the record's mixture of moody
instrumentals and thought-provoking lyrics, KC brought art rock
(whose popularity had been sagging in the era of punk and disco)
into the eighties.
The mastermind of KC is the
strikingly eccentric Robert Fripp,
guitarist and "soundscaper'' (and the
only person to play on every KC
album to date). Throughout the histO.fY of the band (1969-present),
Fripp has remained on the cutting
edge of music technology, designing gUitar+-mutating computer effects he modestly calls
"Frippertronics." If you ever wonder where ·the crushing guitar sound
of NIN' s Broken came from, check
out KC's 1974 release, Red.
Fripp changed the band's personnel regularly to preserve a fresh
and varied perspective on the music. The lineup for Discipline included Fripp, guitarist/vocalist
Adrian Belew (Talking Heads), bass
and Chapman stick player Tony
Levin (Peter Gabriel, Pink Floyd)
and percussionistBillBruford (Yes,
UK, Earthworks, previous lineup of

•Scott Hamrick

True to the uniqueness of KC
are the first sounds you hear on the
record, an instrument you may not
be familiar with, the Chapman stick.
Listeners should pay close attention
to the tracks "Frame By Frame",
"Indiscipline", and "Thela Hun
Ginjeet". We would be remiss,
though, to exclude Adrian Belew's
beautiful, textured ballad, "Matte
Kuciesai" and the aforementioned
comic-book style opening track,
"Elephant Talk".
Due to Fripp and Belew' s
intricate and unconventional guitar work, Discipline was recently
heralded by Guitar magazine as
one of the top fifty albums that
changed rock guitar. This record
transcends many styles and tastes
to provide a little something for
everyone. Pick this one up. A

OPEN .HOUSE
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES

ALL STUDENTS ARE INVITED TO AN
OPEN HOUSE AT STUDENT HEALTH
SERVICES FROM 11:30A.M. TO 1:30 P.M. ON
FEBRUARY 7, 1996. AS CO-SPONSORS,
STUDENT GOVERNMENT AND THE
STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY COUNCIL
(SHAC),.WILL SERVE REFRESHMENTS IN
THE COU~TYARD AREA -BETWEEN THE
HEALTH CENTER AND THE HEALTH
RESOURCE CENTER. CONDUCTED TOURS
OF THE FACILITIES WILL BE AVAILABLE
FROM 12:00 NOON UNTIL 1:00 P.M. (WHEN
STUDENT APPOINTMENTS ARE NOT

King Crimson
Discipline

1981/
Caroline (E.G. Records)
.Discipline was the ninth in
what has proven to be the somewhat
sporadic release schedule of King
Crimson (KC). Their first album
after a six-year hiatus, Discipline

COME TAKE A CLOSER LOOK BEFORE
YOU HELP TO EXPRESS A STUDENT-VIEW
IN THE REFERENDUM BEING CONDUCTED
BY STUDENT GOVERNMENT.

KC).

)

• Aaron Strickland

~
~.BECOME

AN AIR FORCE
OfflCFR.

SCHE~ULED).

(

Put your college
degree to work in .
the Air Force
Officer Training
SChool and receive:
• great starting pay
• medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation
with pay per year
• management
opportunities

C.W. BROWN, PD. D., ACTING DIRECTOR
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES

See if you qualify.

2/01/96

l -800-42J-LISAI'

Call
AIR FORCE
TOLL FREE

IHEFUWRE

·

IS LOOKING FOR .

INTERESTING
UCF
DENTS
TO
TEABOUT. ·
If you know an interest- .
ing person or want.to
'write about yourself, calf
us at 823-8054 ar. .

February 6, 1996

WINNE.'R..

WINNER
BEST PICTURE armcs
OF THE YEAR·.
NtW 'IUIUtrn.M

OIKU'

~A'NGEl'.l'.SntM C'.ll1t("$11~l'IOH

You can win to, just stop by

WINNER

EST Acro·R• NICOLAS CAGE· .

·student Government
(Room 155)

l'AT!OtiAl llOOlll"r l'.)l)fliJil l"ft01CS

Nrw l'OMmMorttn(,i.(U
!ill~'" f11M('.ltlTIG .woru.'t.ION
IOS'JUS'$00ETYQl'fltM CIJflCS
S.tllOHAl llOAIU>Of'llP'ltW

,,

WINNER
t- ·

:,· EST ACTRESS • EUSARETH
NNOOJW.SOC!ln Of Rl.Mt'.IJlff;')!i

SH

and answ-er th~~ question:
Who is the leading actor
in Leaving Las Vegas?

~ANGW!>l'IWCtrtn~TIUN

WINNER

]\EST DIRECTOR • MIKE f JGGl~
N'<'i.~5<Jtlm'OFBlMCl.mt:!l
U'l5A~ni:MOJTIC!I ~Al10111

'

r-

OVER 100
.

TOP TEN LISTS

.· Receive a pasS for
two to a special
screening to see
Leaving Las Vegas

•

NICOIAS CAGE

F-5

ELISABETH SHUE

(tonight, Tuesday Feb. 6,
at the General Cinema:
Colonial Promenade at_ 7:30)

UCFNIGHT
·n T THE ORLRNDO HRENR

NEW SUNDASH WOLF SYSTEMS

Grand Opening Special .
$1 Ooff Full Set of Nails
$39.95 1 month unlimited ta11ning
1 free tan with full set of nails

1011 LOCKWOOD BLVD. OVIEDO

365-?755

CHECKOUT
WHAT YOU GET:
$ PAY ONLY $7 FOR $10 SEATS!
$ PAY JUST $6 FOR $8 SEATS!
$ YOUR GROUP NAME
(UCF) IN LIGHTS ON
THE JUMBOTRON!

The Orlando Solar Bears are pleased to offer a special discounted ticket rate
for UCF STUDENTS for the Solar Bears game on Thursday, February 15, 1996.
All UCF STUDENTS, as well
their FAMILIES & FRIENDS, are welcome to join
in on the fun and excitement of Orlando's professional ice hockey team!

as

.

.

Call (407) 872-PUCK for more information.
Please send order and make check payable to: Orlando Solar Bears Box Office,
P.O. Box 95 Orlando, FL 32802-0095, or fax to (407) 841-6363.
SOLAR BEARS ORDER FORM • UCF NIGHT· FEBRUARY 15, 1996
@ $7 each=$_
_tickets 0 $6 each=$_

_tickets

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address:
City:
Phone(D):

State:_ Z i p : _
(N):

0

CJ

METHOD OF PAYMENT:
Check Ov1sa
MC 0AmEx
Card Number:
Exp. Date: _ _
Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Deadline for mail order purchase by mail or fax is 3 days prior to game.
Any orders received within 7 days of the game will be held at will call box office for pick-up
·
90 minutes before game time. Orders subject to ticket availability.
Mail or fax this order to Orlando Solar Bears or
·
DROP OFF AT STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFFICE, c/o Spirit Advocate, by 12 noon, 2-13-96
'

~
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Golden Knights ready to tee off on spring gol season
D Men's team is
rebuilding, but
women's team
· remains intact and
in the hunt during
spring schedule.
by KEN JACKSON
Staff writer
After what head coach Mike

Schumaker is calling a slightly
less than fulfilling fall tournament
schedule, the Golden Knights'
men's and women's golf team
hopes to return to form during the
spring season in time to repeat as
the champions in the Trans
America Athletic Conference.
Both teams won their respective TAAC team titles. Completing the trifecta, then-junior
Eric Tuscan and sophomore Jenny
Hagman hr.ought home hardware

by winning the in di vidu~l competi ti on.
The Fall of '95 saw the ladies pick up where they left off.
They opened the season by winning the Lady Sunshine Invitational in Ormond Beach. Senior
Kristan Putman won individual
honors. Four tournaments
later, they won the Beacon
Woods Invitational, where
junior Tirie Faanes earned
medalist honors. As a
team, they finished no
worse than fifth place (out
of an average field of_fif. teen schools) in their five
tournaments.
"The women played
pretty well in the fall,"
coach Schumaker said.
·".Consistency was a· big
factor. We had five players averaging under 79
[strokes] a -round." Leading the way was Putman
with a 75.4 stroke average. She has won individual titles in five events
in her college career, including the first three
events in the fall of '94
and the first of '95.
The men's team suffered a
different fate.
''Terrible," says Schumaker,
regarding the men's fall ~e.ason.
"We finished the .~:~·as.011 r:~r.ked
71st in Division ! ... rhm ~ s pretty
low."
'Following the graduation of
senior Paul Nil brink, the men's
team lost the consistency they had
the previous year. It showed in
their weakened tournament.showings. "We couldn't consistently

put together a good team score
every round, and it hurt us,"
Schumaker said.
"Losing Paul really hurt us
as a team, because we didn't have
a fourth score from a player we
could count on from tournament
to tournament," said sophomore

Jason Opal; one of only tlu:ee men
to play in all four of their fall
events.
Schumaker emptied his
bt::nch in
attempt to put together a t~am of four that G 1.~ 121d
conirnd for a tournami:~· •!t v:c·~o:-;v.
At the Kroger Intercollegiate, the
last fall event for the men, he
finally found a steady performer
in Sean Quenli van, who combined
with Opal, Tuscan and junior Jeff
Brunelle to place second.

an

The ladies will face their
spring schedule with their lineup
intact. Kristan Putnam and Tine
Faanes are joined by freshman
sensation Emma Soderlindh (each
playing in all five fall events).
Fighting for playing time are junior Jenny Hagman, sophomore
Hege Friling, and freshmen
Michelle Hatfield and
Heather Gripe.
They kick off their
spring season the first
weekend in March in
Gainesville at the Lady
Gator Invitational. They return home the following
week for the Peggy Kirk
Bell Invitational at Gary
P'ayer's Alaqua Country
Club.
The men's team begins their (hopeful) resurgence to the top this weekend in Gainesville in the
pator Invitational. They
follow that with a tourna!m ent hosted by the Univerisity of South Florida before returning to home turf
at the BellSouth/UCF In vi:I tational, lield·at Tuscawilla
: Country Club. Fighting
with Brunelle, Opal, Tuscan and
Quenl iv an will be freshmen
Mort.t:n Hagen and Kristian
Svalb(~rn,juniorTrny Riordan and
sen.i r·r !Jn';tt Waldman ...

'· '.'v!.'I goal for this team,"
Schumaker noted, "is to get us in
good playing condition for the
TAAC tournament .in April. By
then we should be back on the
track we were on at the end of last
year."

,

The Big version of "Little Penny"

.Ki~p~~Y- ~~
Valentine's Day .Special
Two Dinner Entrees with
dessert for $16. 99
-Oviedo &.. UCF location-

282-0505
$5.00 Lg Cheese Pizza
w I valid student ID
We Deliver!
25¢ .w ings ·
,
Monday-Friday 11-5
All Day and Night Saturday
Located across from UCF in the UC7
Shopping Center

2 New Locations in
Oviedo &.. Chickasaw
(UCF Pizza Special at UCF location only)

pholo/HUllf

Penny Hardaway has been instrumental in the Magic's success and has earned a
second trip to the All Star Game where he will join Michael Jordan in the backcourt.

<•
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UCFwinsbig
against Camels
from BASKETBALL, page 16

.,

•

Magic Johnson is back. No
matter what you think of him, he's
back. Whether you believe he's a
great American hero or a sad story
who's a bad example to our
country's youth, the man has returned.
On Tuesday, January 30,
1996 I witnessed something I will
,..

.

.

ing. Fighting his dreaded disease,
and doing the things he loves to
do, especially playing ball. He
deserves to go out t~is way - as
a hero.

* * * * * *

I guess I'm dedicating this
column to people who are unjustly discriminate~.ag~n~~- i;iere

astounding 16 of 27 from the field in
the first half, jumping to a 40-26 halftime advantage.
UCF beat the Camels at their
own game in bombing from three
point range. Campbell came into the
contest leading the TAAC in three
point accuracy. but it was the Knights
who couldn't miss.
Perhaps even more important
than the hot shooting was UCF's stifling defensive pressure. Campbell
was held to sub 40 percent shooting
throughout the contest, finishing the
game at a dismal 37 percent clip.
SeniorScottNeelywastheonlyCamel
in double figures. He had 11, all of
which came in the first half. Aside
from some sloppy play (19tumovers),
this was probably the most complete
performance UCF has managed all
year.
"I'm really proud of the way
our guys responded today after an
extremelydisappointinglossoilThursday," head coach Kirk Speraw said.
'This was the best defensive intensity
and aw~ness we've had all year.

anct runnmg clown a t>ask:etball run out to the best start m NJ:SA
Riggs led the attack with 19,
court, and it lightened my heart. history, and are threatening to hitting four of eight from trey land.
You see, no matter what end of the break the magical 70 win barrier: Kennedy added 17, finishing 5 of 9
spectrum you're at in your opin- . One of them won't be at the all- from downtown, while Castle added .
ion of Magic's return, you must star game. Dennis Rodman is an- 15,dishedoutsixassists,andknocked
admit that Earvin "Magic" nuallyatoptheleagueinrebound- downallthreetreysheattempted.
Johnson, hero to millions, was ing. No one does it with the same
Campbell has now ·lost three
oppressed. How can you deny a passion. No one has done it as straight games to fall to 10-9 overall,
man who has provided a country well. He is arguably the greatest 5-4intheTAAC. Thingsdon'tgetany
with so much joy and entertain- rebounder of all iime, but he's got better for the Camels, who'll face
ment his dying wish? It almost problems. Maybe the NBA has a .Charlestonontheroadbeforemaking.
occurred, and.it would have been rule against ·players with multi- the trip to Central Florida on the 8th,
a great tragedy. It wasn't tmtil I coJoredhair,tattoosandnoserings for ·games against Stetson and the ·
saw that gleam back in Magic's playing in the all-star showcase. Knights. They'llbeattheUCFArena
eye that I realized how horrible it If they do, I haven't heard of it. February 10th.
would have been for his last NBA Most probably, it's because of his
The Knights trioo to follow up
game to have been the '92 All Star bad attitude and reputation as a their success against Stetson in a ball
Game in Orlando. What he is do- trouble maker. If that's what their game televised on the Sunshine Neting isn't taking a last bow or look- attitude is going to be, I just wish work. Unfortunately, the result was
ing for that last hurrah. He's out they wouldn't let him play in the not known as of press time, but full
...../IAGllWUO
there balling, striving, giving it all league. You can't forget to in- details and game oomments will be (above) UCF center Chris West grabs a rebound and goes
he's got. Just like every other bas- elude someone as · unforgettable available in Thursday' sedition of The for the put-back. (below} Senior forward Howard Porter
ketball player in the NBA besides as Dennis Rodman when choos- . Central Florida Future.
hooks up a slamma jamma•.
Derrick Coleman. It doesn't !Jlat- ing all-star reserves. He was just .
ter whether you're black, white, omitted, like Pete Rose was omitFLIGHT ATTENDANTS
Asian, Hispanic, blond, brun~tte, ted from the Hall of Fame. It's a
green haired, tattooed or HIV posi- . slightly different situation, but it
tive. ·He just wants to win. Imag- portrays the same message:
ine if the only time his kids could DON'T STRAY FROM THE
have seen him play would have NORM! Maybe that's why Cliff
been on videotape. He won'tha.ve Robinson w~n't invited to play
to worry about that now, because despite being one of t~e league's
he's taking care of business - on leading scorers. He wears a head
and off the court. His near triple band. The sports world needs to
op,en
double in his first game back is a realize that it's 1996 and things
testimony to his greatness, but the are chanfiP.f.. C'mon NBA, don't
Discover a career with a world of difference at United Airlines. Our fantastic growth and increased
flight schedules have created new opp9rtunities for domestic Flight Attendants.
.
fact that he's out ther,~ swei'mg lS you know the reason your thriva tribute to his dm.acter. 0.;1c day . ing is b~cause you've bjlled your
The high-energy individuals we seek must he at least 19 years of age, a high school graduate, between
in the near t'uturc we will i~1.y to sport a;;- ~r•tert~inment? Who 's
5'2" _and 6' and have the legal right to accept employment in the United States. To better serve the
rest one of this country's greak~st more ~·n !:{; naining than t he
needs of our culturally diverse passengers, we are looking for individuals who are bilingual in
English and at least one of our select languages. You must he willing to relocate and enjoy help~
. heros. It wanm;:nyheartthatwe'll ';"vVorm " 7.Ws ;i.sadsituation when
customers.
be able to say he went down fight·· ym. bit..: H1~ hand that feeds )'•JG. •

YOUR

.

D Don't wait for "The Streak"
this season.
Come
.
. on ·board Team
CFF right now to cover the
Golde!) Knight's baseball team.
They're already off to a torrid
start, so call now. Call sports editor Jason Swancey at 823-8054
ext. 27.

TICKET-to ADVENTURE.

You'll have the world at your-feet as you travel to interesting destinations across the United States. Plus
receive an exceptional compensation plan with travel privileges for you and your immediate family. For
. more information, please attend our

OPEN HOUSE INTERVIEWS
Tuesday, February 6
Wednesday, February 7, 1996

9:00am, 12:00pm, 3:00pm
Howard Johnson Plaza
3835 McCoy Rd.
Orlando, FL
Reach all your destinations with United Airlines! Seating is limited, so please arrive early. H unable to
attend, please call (847)952-7200 for future Open Ho~e dates and locations. UAL is an equal opportunity employer m/fld/v.

t•

UNITED AIRLINES
A real DEPARTUREfr"m the ORDINARY
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Knights rebound with
drubbing of their own
by TONY MEJIA
Super Bowl almost super-

Dallas rolls to a 13-0
(yawn) lead on a chip shot field
goal (yawn) with two minutes
and thirty seconds to go (yawn)
in the first half (snoozing).
Dallas used the first 27
minutes of the game to prove the
odds makers correct in every aspect, making them look like believable psychics.

Staff writer '

UCF knew it was in for a tough
game when

with 14 and 13 respectively.
Although the Knights were
overwhelmed by Charleston, they
looked like they learned something
from the
Cougar8,as
two days
later, they
came out
hitting ev.erything in
sight in a
matinee
against. the
Fighting
Carnels of
Campbell
at Bouies
Creek, SC.
UCF was
. draining
treys from
everywhereinthe
Carter Gymnasium, blowing out the
Camels for their biggest conference
margin of victory of the season 79-58.
The Knights connected on eight of
their first ten three point tries before
cooling off to finish 12 of 22 from
behind the arc. The Knights shot an

·------~~~==::::i

theytraveled
to South
Carolina to
battle the
mighty College
of
Charleston
Cougars.
T h e y
couldn't
of
But the rocky Steeler's ofimagined
fense limped and stretched their
the
way into the end zone just prior that
TAAC's
top
to the half s end to cut the Dallas
team · would
lead to 13-7, leaving the world
scratching their heads. Hmm, blister the
maybe I won't change the chan- . nets at a 58
net .at the half for the fifth con- percent clip
in handing ·
secutive year.
NBC can thank those seven the Knights
points too. Without that touch- one of their most embarrassing losses
down, the 42.2 rating they did of the season I 03-61.
The Cougars remained undereceive (which was the highest
feated
in TAAC play, as big men
ever for any Super Bowl), could
Thaddeous
Delaney and Sedric
have easily been cut in half to
Webber
put
together
double doubles.
21.1 instead.
Stacey
Castle
led
the
Knights
with 16
Nevertheless, the Steelers
points
and
7
assists,
-while
Harry
ground their way back to close to
Kennedy
and
Eric
Riggs
chipped
in
see BASKETBALL, page 15
within 20-17 with six minutes to
play.
After holding· Dallas to
three and out deep in their own
zone, Pitts burgh received the ball D Adam Johnson
by JASON SWANCEY ·
at their own 40 yard line. One
· Sports editor
completed pass of I 0 yards ad- and Davis Thornton
vanced them to the 50.
UCF (2-0) used a familiar
come through with
We all know the next play.
fonnula to win their home opener,
some clutch lateAt the snap of the ball, with a I
5-4, Friday ·afternoon against the
inn~ng dingers.
massive blitz approaching, the
Western Carolina Catamounts. It
Super Bowl MVP is born.
Neil O'Donnel tosses a 1
pass that had "I'm throwing the I
game" written all over it to Larry
Brown. Well, not really, but it
id appear to be that way. Brown
runs to the Pitt 4 yard line, and
Emmitt finishes the final four, 1.
thus Jocking up Super Bowl XXX 1
to the Dallas Cowboys.
Assuming that wasn't
Santa, with a tinted beard behind
the helmet, and it w.as O'Donnel I
making those pair of "Pro Bowl"
passes to Larry Brown, final score
17-13, Pittsburgh. Or even take ·
away the final interception and
the Steelers kick a field goal to
tie the game at 20 and send it into
overtime, something no Super
Bowl has yet to experience to
date.
What a tiri1la that would
have been But it wasn't TPf.:int to
be.

photo/SAGllWllO

UCF guard .Stacey Castle has been on fire as of late, hitting
layups like this and banging down three-pointers too.

UCF baseball team comes out of the gate with blazin' bats

A third Super Bow] in four
years for the Dallas Cowboys,
labeling them as the team of the
90' s. They become only the second team, behind San Francisco,
to win Five Super Bowl titles.
And to top it all off, the MVP
goes to a cornerback (read carefully, not quarterback), Larry
Brown, who couldn't have asked
for a better blessing after suffering a personal loss just 3 months
prior to the game.

photo/HUNT

UCF has used their offense in posting a 2-0 record. The
Golden Knights already have five homers in two games.

was timely hitting again, and· yet matched Carolina's two runs in the
again it was left-fielder Adam first inning on Moser's two-run tater,
Johnson coming through in an ninth- then bounced right back with three
inning pinch.
runs in both the third and fourth
It was Johnson and first inning. Offensively it was Davis
baseman Davis Thronton' s home again, going 2-for-3 with foilr RBI' s,
runs that won the 12-inning affair. while Johnson and second baseman
Johnson's blast brought in third- . Bryan Bruce chipped in two RBI' s
baseman Andy Moser, who had too.
reached base earlier on a walk. Then
On the hill Miami-Dade transit wasn't until the 12th inning when fer George Scmidt was rocked, giv. ing up four runs on
Davis hit the threerun <linger that put
seven hits in just
the Golden Knights
three innings. Last
up for good. Timely
season's surprise,
may be an underlefty Brian-Gomes
statement consider(1-0) also had probing UCF had only
lems stopping the
four hits in the
laceration, allowgame.
ing six hits and four
"We knew runs in just over
his hitting would be
four innings of
key this season, and
work. Look on the
it looks like he has taken the chal- bright side though, the Catamounts'
lenge and faced it head on," said starter gave up nine runs and seven
Golden Knights second baseman hits before departing.
Bryan Bruce.
UCF closed the three-game
Consistent pitching from staff series with Western Carolina on
ace Craig Cozart (1-0), two runs and Sunday. but the game was too late
four strikouts in 5.2 innings, kept for press. There will however be a
the window of oppurtunity ajar. A full recap in this Thursday's sports
strong performance from tbe bullpen section.
also kept the ship . steady. ·It was
UCF will get a week off beJUCO transfer Marco Ramirez with fore they host the Olive Garden
the plop, plop, fizz, fizz, relief-go- Classic in Kissimmee this weeking a strong three innings while end. The three-day tournament will
giving up just one hit and striking includeACC powerhouses Georgia
out three.
TechandNorthCarolinaalongwith
The second game of the se- the Demon Decons of Wake Forest.
ries, Saturday, was slightly less clas"Georgia Tech should be a
sic. It included 18 hits and IO errors real barometer for us," Bruce said.
combined, bit the real doozy was "It will let us know exactly where
the 11-8 score.
we stand nationally among the powAgain UCF used timely hit- erhouses, and we're all excite to
ting, only this time they decided not find out exactly where that is early
to wait until the ninth inning. They in the season."

